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STEFAN ZOELL, DESIGNER 
„The sit-stand theme always refers to healthy sitting, the sitting behaviour.
Shouldn‘t this better be a physical behaviour? In anthropogenesis, the upright walk is what makes a person special.
My Concept focus the entire working area of a sit-stand workstation and promote active body behaviour.“



JURY GERMAN DESIGN AWARD 2019
„Thanks to the cleverly designed mechanism, the backrest of the innovative office chair can quickly
be converted to a seat and vice versa, providing a variety of sitting options to keep the body in motion.
A casual chair for a relaxed, lively atmosphere in the workplace.“

SWIVEL CHAIR WITH STANDING AID FUNCTION
sitting, stand-sitting, supporting, standing



SMART BEHAVIOUR 
Seat corpus infinitely variable swivel and height adjustable
Footrest for changing postures in standing positions
Stop function in support positions

FUNCTIONS
fokus on upright postures 



CHANGE POSTURE
Sitting 17,3 inch to 21,3 inch
Stand sitting 24,8 inch to 29,3 inch
Supporting 29,3 inch to 30,3 inch 

MORE WORK SPACE
active physical behaviour



BLACK / CHROME-BLACK / BLACK-CHROME / CHROME
with ring or chrome castors for hard or soft floors
with black or polished aluminium base
with black or chrome footrest with black inner part

mykinema®  FABRIC 
all colours



BLACK / CHROME-BLACK / BLACK-CHROME / CHROME
with ring or chrome castors for hard or soft floors
with black or polished aluminium base
with black or chrome footrest with black inner part

mykinema®  LEATHER
all colours



A Seat surface 16,5 inch to 13 inch (seat width x seat depth)
B Standing seat area 16,5 inch to 8,6 inch (seat width x seat depth)
C Backrest with lumbar support 16,5 inch to 7,5 inch (width x height)
D Seats with tilt function 17,3 inch to 21,3 inch 
E Raised seating 24,8 inch to 29,3 inch
F Supporting with stop function 29,3 inch to 30,3 inch
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TESTED SAFETY ACCORDING TO DIN 16139
produced according to DIN ISO 9001 and DIN ISO 14001

OPEN YOUR FREE SPACES
Load capacity 130 Kg 
2 years warranty



smart verhalten®

Kinema GmbH
Meienborn 25
58566 Kierspe
Germany
 
Telefon +49 (0)2269 / 92901-0
E-Mail mail@mykinema.com
Web http://www.mykinema.com       
Web http://www.smartverhalten.com

ACTIVATE US
we activate you



SUSTAINABLE, EXCELLENT
nature



mykinema.com


